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Financial aid awards may
extend to tennis, soccer
By Thertsak Sac Tung
Spectator Sports Editor

TheSeattle University's intercollegiate
soccer and tennis programs may receive
financial aid awards that the basketball
program has traditionally been able to
offer its players, if a recommendation by
the sports review task force is approved
by the BoardofTrustees.
The financial aid extension to tennis
and soccer is one of 19 recommendations
the task force is proposing, said Jeremy
Stringer, vice president of Student Life
and sports review task force chairman.
The task force proposes a four-year
plan to strengthen the university sports
department which includes intercollegiate
sports, intramurals,recreation and sports
clubs. The report was not available at
presstime and will be available later on
this week.
Stringer said there are twopriorities of
the task force. The top priority is to
figure out how SU can be more competitive with the sports that the school
already has. The second priority is to
incorporate additional sports to the
program.
One of therecommendations suggested
is to extend the financial aid awards that
basketball playersreceive to other varsity
sports tennis and soccer.

--

Basketball coaches can offer "talent
awards" as financial aid to replace
work-study or other aid, giving the
player time to practice and play.
Asaresult the task force had met with
the soccer and tennis coaches. The
coaches indicated not having financial aid
available to soccer and tennis players is
part of the reason why SU is not as
competitive as the other NAIA schools
that do offer financial aid.
Stringer said the University has not
been satisfied with the performances of
some of the intercollegiate teams over
thepast few years.
He wants to provide the "quality experience" for the athletes and students
that are already at SU. He believes if the
university has a stronger intercollegiate
athletics program it will "enhance the
campus' lifestyle for our student body
that were notathletes" and perhaps attract
new students to SU.
As to the amount of funds that will be
available to upgrade the three intercollegiate sports SU competes in,
Stringer said the figure has not been
released by William J. Sullivan, S.J.,
SUpresident.
Stringer acknowledged that Sullivan
has made the decision to put the financial
aid into next year'sbudget which willbe
reviewed by the Boardof Trustees.

Psychology

ASSU restructuring committee meets
By Susan Kendall
Spectator Reporter

Over 20 students and faculty members
attended the organizational meeting for
the ASSU restructuring committee held
last Wednesday in the upper Chieftain
conference room.
Andy Thon, S.J., assistant vice president for Student Life andchairman of
the committee, saidhe was pleasedat the
number of students who attended the
meeting and were interestedin being on
the committee and were not previously
associated with ASSU.
The committee was set up to review
the possible restructuring of the ASSU
and revision of the 10-year-old constitution.
Issues of concern, Thon said, were the
make-up of the student senate, election
process and the possible consolidation

Sullivan speaks
on tuition hike
today at noon

of executive, legislative and activities
branches into one board.
"This (restructuring process) is not a
reflection on the present student government," Thon said, adding problems are
inherent in the system.
But some problems, he said, have
come into focus recently such as current
problems within the senate.
William Grace, director of Student
Leadership, emphasized defining the
mission and purpose of student government before the committee starts
working.
Grace said if the committee does not
focus on the real problems it's just like
"rearranging the deck chairs on the
Titanic."
Thon suggested that one large committeebe formed andbe responsible for
analyzing all data from various
subcommittees. Subcommittees could
William J. Sullivan, S.J., university
president, will meet with students in
Barman auditorium at noon today to
discuss a proposed 12 percent tuition
increase.
The program will feature a presentation from Sullivan with a question and
answer session to follow.
The tuition increase proposal will go
to the Seattle University Board of

"Platoon"
the fearful
truth told
See page nine

focus on basic structure, financial affairs,
procedures and activities.
Thon said some subcommittees would
be responsible for finding out more
information about different student
government structures by phone interviews to colleges similar to SeattleUniversity.
Subcommittees would also consider
suggestions by students on campus by
having open forums and taking student
polls.
The final proposal is scheduled to be
finished by May 1. The proposal will
not have to be brought to the Board of
Trustees but will be made available to
William J. Sullivan, S.J., university
president and Jeremy Stringer, vice president of Student Life.
The next meeting is scheduled for
Feb. 25.
Trustees on Feb. 27.
According to Joyce Crosby, assistant
to the president, Sullivan may also discuss a possible increase in room and
board charges.
A university-wide meeting between
Sullivan and cost center managers and
university employees is set for Feb. 23
at 3:15 p.m. in the library auditorium.
Crosby said students may attend.

A Chieftain
—
leader
Kevin Bailey
See page 11

texts given

from therapist
By Barbara Garcia
Spectator Reporter

It was after attending some of his
workshops in group therapy that Lane
Gerber, professor of psychology at
Seattle University, was to meet Irving
Goldberg, a well known, well respected
clinical psychologist in Seattle.
Although only a casual relationship, it
turned out to be an influencing factor in
the donation to SUof one of the largest,
if not the largest privately heldcollection
of books about psychotherapy and psychologyin the Northwest.
With numbers in the 2,000 3,000
range, the collection could fill up as
many as 60 shelves in the library, or as
Gerber put it "my whole office."
Currently, the library houses approximately 3,600 books on psychology.
In explaining why the university was
chosen to receive the books, Gcrber said
Goldberg "did not care for the way the
University of Washington programs were
set up and felt more affinity to what we
were doing at SU." In particular the
graduateprogram, he added.
"The UW has a doctorate program in
clinical psychology, but it's a clinical
(continued on page three)
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World game:
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global issues
See page three
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Sports injury:
prevention is
best method

2

SU 'bod' series builds better bodies
By Tasha Stephenson
Spectator Reporter

"Love Your Bod" isa series on health
and wellness issues happening on
campus which beganin January and will
extend to the beginning of March.
"I wanted to design a program with
student- wide appeal soIdesigneda series
of programs that would deal with health
issues," saidRon Prestridge,Seattle University assistant directorof Resident Student Services.
"After all,everyone will at least have
acommon cold," he added.
Two programs have already been presented. The first was a sports injuries
program at Xavier Hall Feb. 5, which
talked about how to treat common
injuries. Attendance was quite good
"considering we scheduled the program at
the exact same time as Bettelheim,"
Presridge said.
The second program was ahealth fair
in Bellarmine lobby Feb. 11, which
included health professionals to answer

questions and perform health checks.
There were representatives from theKidney Foundation, Puget Sound Blood
Services, Harborview Medical Center and
theRedCross organizations.

The next event will be on eating
disorders at 7 p.m., Feb. 25, at the
Rogge Auditorium in the nursing
building. Doctor K. Kirn Lampson
Reiff, one of Seattle's foremost authorities on eating disorders, will be there to

discuss the general topic. Others
recovering from eating disorders will be
on hand to tell of their experiences and
answer questions,Prestridge said.
"I think that is an issue on campus
that has not hada lot of attention drawn
to it,"Prestridge said.
There are also the "Love Your Bod"
series supporting programs. These are
videotapes which are beingplayedin the
residence halls during the "Love Your
Bod" series. The movies range from
"Drinking and Driving: The Toll, the
Tears," to "Living, Loving and
Learning." A scheduleofall features are
available atall residence hall desks.
There are somehealth issues that will
not be addressed this quarter. One of
them is human sexuality. "We will do a
whole series on human sexuality next
quarter," Prestridge said.
"Next quarter we would also like to
run a series on AIDS,"Prestridge added.
"Not to advocate a position one way or
the other but to help people become
more aware of their options," he added.

By Kevin Kilduff
Spectator Reporter
Knowing your body and how it can
handle sports is the best method to keep
from injuring yourself, according to
Shirley Champoux, sports medicine
specialist and assistant director of
Connolly Center.
"The first two weeks of playing
almost any sport is where 80 percent of
sportsinjuries occur," said Champoux.
Ata sports injuries clinic last Tuesday
in Xavier lounge,Champoux stressed the
need for physical conditioning before and
during sports seasons. "Prevention is
the key factor to (avoiding) sports injuries," Champoux repeated throughout
the clinic.
Prevention starts with off-season
training, she said, which means staying
in shape and maintaining basic flexibility.

Eating disorders affect young women most
By Susan La Franchi

Spectator Reporter

"One out of every five college-age
women has a potentially life-threatening
eating disorder," Judy Patterson, community relations coordinator for Highline
Community Hospital, said.
"Eating disorders affect people of all
ages but college and high school girls
seem to be above the medium because
there is such an obsession about being
thin," Patterson said. "The social thing
to do is keep your weight at an abnormal
level."
"The role models that girls follow
now are size three; it's just so
unrealistic. It used to be popular to be
full-figured like Marilyn Monroe, but

then the next idol was Twiggy and she
had anorexia," Patterson said.
Beverly Alexander of Seattle University's Counseling Center said, "We
tried to form an eating disorder group
before but very few peopleresponded to
it. We passed out fliers on campus and
really tried to advertise but couldn't get
people to come forward. Usually when
you get the first few people to join then
more people will join, so I'm sure we'll
try it again."
At 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 25, at
Roggc Auditorium (nursing building)
SU's Resident Student Services is
sponsoring a talk by Dr. Kirn Reiff, on
eating disorders and the recoveryprocess.
"The event is free of charge and will
feature aquestion-and-answer period that

Graduating class plans end
By Steve Giuntoli
SpectatorReporter

The senior class committee which
plans the social activities andcontributes
input to the format of commencement
for the 1987 graduating class, held its
first meeting of the year on Feb.11.
In the committee's second year of
cooperation, adviser Andy Thon, S.J.,
assistant vice president for Student Life,
outlined the tasks for the preparation of
this year's events.
Thon advised the committee to nominate a student chairman who will take
control at the next meeting Feb. 25.
At the committee meeting the budget
and events were summarized. The meeting also focused on this year's goals.
The goals include clarifying the budget
earlier, getting more seniors involved in
the planning process and planning a
diversity of programs that appeals to
more seniors

The commitlec members plan to talk
with ASSU on additional funding for
this year'sbudget.
Currently, the committee has $846
that came out of the ASSU activities
budget last spring. ASSU contributed
over half the money for last year's
budget

Other committee tasks include involvement in thealumni's celebration of
"A Toast to the Class of 1987" and to

talk with academic departments about
their programs and plans for senior
events.

The committee will coordinate the
awards balloting process of the faculty,
staff and seniors. It also nominates the
senior class speaker for the graduation
ceremony.

The committee will be involved with
the commencement speaker committee
and will work closely with Campus
Ministry on plans for the Baccalaureate
Mass, which is held the day before
graduation.
The difficult task is finding out what
is needed to attract diverse groups of
about 1,000 seniors.
Thon said, "We arc going to try to
canvass the senior class more and see
what type of things they may want to
do."
The task for the rest of the quarter is
gather information and to look for
other funding sources. Scheduling for
the events will occurafter spring break.
The committee has increased from
eight members in December to 12 members currently. They are Diana Chou,
Peter Lam, Leona Mitchell, Mary
Ransom, Raelene Sam, Kirn Thompson,
David Urbina, Mary Warner, Robin
Denini, Elisa Floriendo,Debbie Sweet
and Allison Westfall.

This means working out weekly and
not letting yourself get overweight. Six
to eight weeks is needed to reach a
satisfactory level of conditioning for
serious athletes.
Pregame warm-up is also necessary.
This includes general body stretching and
aerobic workout to raise body temper-

will last as long as needed," Ron
Prestridge, assistantdirector of residence,
who organized the event,said.
"A growing amount of young women
(only 5 percent arc men) are paying the
price that being thinner is more
beautiful," Patterson said. "This is developing eating disorders such as
anorexiaand bulimia, which can lead to
very serious health problems and even
death.
"The victims tend to use food as a way
they vent their anger. It stems from
emotional wounds that need to be
brought outin the open."
According to a Highline Hospital research study,bulimics and anorexics all
have one thing in common: an intense,
compulsive fear of being fat. They are
obsessed with thoughts of food, whether
it be too much of it or too little of it,
they just eat it then want to get rid of it.
"People with eating disorders tend to
use food in the same way as alcoholics
use alcohol. It's an addiction," Patterson
said.
"People with this problem need
specializedtherapy, the kind that wegive
at Highline Community Hospital in our
BALANCE program," she said. "It isa
multi-disciplinary approach ina program
designed specifically for the treatment of
eating disorders."
Patterson said an inpatient andan outpatientprogram educates the patients in
nutritional information,medical advice,
individual and group therapy and
participation in eating disorders support
groups.
"When the patient is recovered they
have learned to basically re-feed themselves. They then realize that it is alright to eat three well-balanced meals a
day and do it without gaining any
weight," she said.

ature.

Champoux stated that bouncing is not
good for warm up. "Bouncing tightens
themuscles you're trying to loosen."
Once an injury such as a bruised knee
or twisted ankle occurs, Champoux recommends ICES (ice, compression, elevation and support) for the first 48
hours.
Ice stops swelling and eases the pain.
Compression also stops swelling. This
is an important factor because if an
injury becomes too swollen it will take
longer to heal, Champoux said.
"If the swelling can be kept to a
minium it will save from two weeks to
six months in the healing process," she
added. Elevation keeps the circulation to
the injury constant. Slings or crutches
(support) keep more serious injuries
from being rcinjurcd and give the body

support.

Most of the treatment questions asked
at the clinic were answered by
Champoux with "ice it first" except
blistered burns, which ice would aggravate.

Follow up therapy should include a
contrast bath, Champoux said. A contrast bath is a heat bath at 110 degrees
for 20minutes whichincreases theblood
flow. It is then followed by a 65 degree
bath for 10 minutes to dilate the blood
vessels. This use of hot and cold is great
for swollen areas and helps speed the
healingprocess, Champoux said.
She stressed heavily that all uses of
hot and cold treatment must end with
cold. Heat will leave the injury free to
start swellingagain.

to

Notice
The Spectator is now accepting applications for staff
positions for spring quarter. If interested, please contact
John Teehan at 626-6850.
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Game brings world issues to SU
By Matt Laßelle
Spectator Reporter
When Seattle University hosts the
"World Game" on Feb. 27, students,
faculty and employees will have the
opportunity to increase their awareness
of important global issues.
The World Game is based on
experiential learning, which is different
from the traditional,cognitive process of
learning, Marie Hudgins, director of the
SULearning Center, said.
According to Hudgins, who is acquainted with the World Game founding
organization called "Windstar," participants in the game become something of
a living scorecard to see, feel and experience worldissues.
Each person takes a place on a giant
world map,measuring 40 feet by 70 feet
and will represent a percentage of the
population. Hudgins added, "They become the participants and experience
world issues such as hungerand peace."
The game itself is very structured;
participants will be exposed to a process
whereby they become informed about
world issues. "There isn't a dogma, or
.way of thinking that is being imposed,"

Hudgins said.
The game itself will begin with an
exploration of critical issues; with a
dialogue following about selected issues.
Following the dialogue,Hudgins noted,
a person can become involved in their
specific interests dealing witha particular
issue.
SU'seducational programs committee
has made 15 scholarships available for

The game will provide participants
with statistics regarding poverty and
other specifics to increase gamctime
awareness about theplight ofa particular
region of the world.
"I think they also provide what they
would consider to be specifics about
military spending, nuclear weapons" of
any onerelevant country, Hudgins said.
The experience,Hudgins said, should

enlighten participants knowledge about
world issues. On Feb. 28 an all-day
seminar will be held at Antioch
University (1165 Eastlake Aye. E.) where
the implications surrounding Friday's
activities at SU willbe discussed.
Inaddition,Hudgins added, steps will
be included that people can take to
become more involved in issues they
find paramount.
Educational settings, such as SU, are
not the only places in which the World
Gameis played.
"It's been done for groups all across
the country," Hudgins said. "It's also
done for corporations to get people more
in touch with the economy and politics."
Hudgins, who is primarily responsible
for bringing the World Game to SU,
wants to increase her own experiential
learning ability; as well as others
through the use of this game.
"I wanted to raise my own level of
awareness," internationally as well as
here on campus, Hudgins said. "For me
experiential learning is the best" way to
become informed.
For final registration instructions and
scholarship requests, call Hudgins at the
Learning Center, 626- 5310.
j

Seattle psychotherapist books added to Lemieux
(continued from page one)
'research' program with alot of emphasis
on research and hard data research,"
Gerber said. "Not necessarily research
that has a clinical feel to it. The orientation there tends to be more behavioral,
and that was not Irv's orientation atall.
"They didn't do the kind of work in
effect that he didand that tends to be true
in their social work school as well as
their psychology department," Gerber
added.
The donation was an "excellent, very
large personal library of books that he
kept current. Having this number of
books and the quality of the books is
just a tremendous help for us," Gerber
said.
"It's sometimes very difficult to get
books that we need, and most certainly
for the graduateprogram," he added.
According to Gerber, graduate students
now go to otherlibraries to find assigned
books andarticles because they can't find
them at SU. Or they order books which
can sometimes take six weeks to arrive.
Gerber said with this new addition
there is a much better chance the assigned book or a similar book will be in

thecollection. Students willhave direct
access to it right away.
"The availability will make a huge
difference in just the fact that there will
be a place that our students can go to if
they're interested in doing some research
or something. They can see books available as opposed to wonder if there is
anythingavailable," Gerber said.
"They can go and browse through
things. They can't do that now. They
don't have the sense, except as we
mention titles, what's available," he
added. "But to go in to a library and
just see all of this and be able to leaf
through things, that's a wonderful thing
for them as wellas for us."
In comparing the new addition to what
the University library presently shelves,
Gerber said Goldberg's collection is
superior. "There's no comparison. Our
library has scattered books in the area,
very scattered. His is just much, much
bigger and the overall quality is
consistently higher," he said.
"We all will benefit by this,it's a very
big help," Gerber said. "One of the
things that is really needed are larger
numbers of quantity and quality of

books. The library is really pressed to
do that, for us as well as other
programs."
Gerber said pursuing books like those
donated can takea long time and is very
expensive.
The collection includes current publications, special printings and first
editions,along with articles and chapters
written by Goldberg.
"The kindof orientation that we have
here is much more similar to what he
did, what he believed in and what he
wrote; the stream of thought and
experiencein which he wrote."
Gerber said his collection was not just
something hehadbut was something he
wanted to pass on to influence and help
others by.
"This was a place that fit him much
better than the UW," Gerber said.
This affinity towards the University,
along with Gerber's relationship, that of
a mutual friend, influenced Goldberg's
widow to donate the books to SU.
Kirn Lohse,acquisitions librarian,said
that no monetary value can be given to
the donation. "We think more of its
content thanits dollar value," she said.

Looking ahead
Feb. 21
The Women's Commission of The
Archdiocese of Seattle will begin their
forum series on women's spirituality
with a lecture/ discussionon"Women in
Scripture," Feb 21 from 10 a.m.-l p.m.
at Holy Trinity Church in Bremerton.
The guest speaker will be Fran Furder,
F.S.P.A. A potluck dinner is included
and babysitting will be available.
Admission is free, but a donation to the
Women's Commission would be
appreciated. Call Christine Kelly at
382-4855 for detailsand reservations.
Feb. 23
Is there life after college? What's init
for me? If you are asking yourself these
questions, then attend the "Post-College
Service OpportunitiesProgram," onFeb.
23, from 6 p.m. 8 p.m. in Bellarmine's

-

1891 Room. Juniors and seniors are
especially encouraged to attend this
information session, which will feature
representatives from The Jesuit Volunteer Corps, The Calcutta Program, The
Peace Corps, The Channel Program and
L'Arche. Call Laura Crawford at
626-5415, or Erin Sweezy at 626-5900
for more information.
Ongoing
Fragments, Seattle University's literary magazine, is now accepting applications for the spring issue. Poems,
short stories, photographs and sketches
may be submitted to Diane McCleve or
KennethMaclean in the English office at
Marian 242.

Goldberg was trained to do analytical
work andthen became involvedin group
therapy. He was a member of the
National Group Therapy Association,
and "was very well respected," Gerber
said. "Although an extremely busy
clinician, he gave a lot of excellent
workshops and wasa very avidreaderand
writer."
According to William Leßoux, S.J.,
who was involved in the assembly of the
donated books, Goldberg was deeply into the history of the field of psychology.
"Hiscollection is a magnificient history
of psychology plus a wonderful library
as far as Icould see, on psychotic people
and various psychosis that people have,"
Leßoux said.
The collection will begin to be cataloged in the next few months and
should be ready for use nextfall.
Although no specific area in the
library will be set aside for Goldberg's
collection, each book will include a
bookplate in his memory.

CLASSES STARTING SOON

B&O ESPRESSO
"TAKE A CHANCE"
Free cafe Americano withdessertover
$1.75

OR

Still don't have your winter quarter
I.D. card? Pick it up at the Campus
Assistance Center; 626-5678.

buy one cafeAmericano and getone
free

Compiled by Marty Niland

corner ofOlive&Belmont E. 322-5028
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SU gay/lesbian services discussed

By Stacia A.M. Green
SpectatorReporter

Seattle University offers services,
clubs and organizations which help
support black students, handicapped students, foreign students,politically aware
students andnon-traditional students.
But whatabout services geared to gays
andlesbians?
If a group of gay/lesbian students
wanted to form a club with SU's offical
backing, it would be difficult, William
Grace, director of Student Leadership,
said.
Responding to a sample club and
organizations registration form requesting the start of a special interest
club for gay/lesbian students, Grace said,
"Whether or not SU's name could be
attached to a gay/lesbian issue is a new
question. It would take some discussion
and thoughtful examination whether the
club couldbe recognizedby SU."
Asked about the possibility of an
unoffical support group for gay/lesbian

students, Grace saidit would have "less

affiliation" with the University but
would stillhave to be discussed.
Grace said he was not sure who the
discussing would be with, if this situa-

&%otß*f
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tified as staffand faculty about their sexuality."
If a student, struggling with being
gay/lesbian came to the center, how
would thecounselors deal with it? "We

Does SU provide services for
gays/lesbians on campus?

tionarose.
Alternatives to clubs include the
Counseling Center, which provides students with a place to go and talk with
trained counselors. The service is free
andconfidential.
Barry Eben,directorof the Counseling
Center, said the staff is receptive to all
segments of the student population. "I
think generally as a group SU students
are reluctant to talk with people iden-

are not into the business of telling
people how to run their lives," said
Eben.
"Our experienceworking withstudents
is they do not come to deal with their
sexual preference," Eben said. "Rather
they come to deal with relationship
issues and anxiety.Certainly it's OK to
deal with it (sexualpreference) in counseling," headded.
Budget permitting, the center some-

Business students form
social responsibility club
of its members along with the education.
Suggested projects. Mills said, would
center more on local issues rather than
Social responsibility and business global ones. Members might be asked to
may seem strange bedfellows, but work with community development
|Business Students for Social Respon- projects such as cooperatives.
Spring quarter the group will focus on
sibility (BSSR) are trying to shake that
alternative economies and lifestyles such
stereotype.
organizer
Mills,
spokesman and
Soren
as the Mondragoncooperative system in
BSSR,
far
started the 10-member club Spain which centers on worker-ownerearly this quarter when he saw there was ship, democratic control and open mema lack of activities for social respon- bership.
Theclub would also like to assist the
sibility in the business department or a
peace
and justice center spring quarter in
curriculum to support it.
"building
the alternative jobs fair the center is
Mills sees the club as
sponsoring.
Alternative careers in nonbridges between business andliberal arts"
community developorganization,
liberal
trying
incorporate
profit
to
a
arts
and
cooperatives
are also
projects
and
perspective intobusiness.
ment
agenda.
for
their
goal
planned
Theclub's
is to educate students
"There are more jobs out there than
and faculty on issues of social justice and
responsibility as they relate to the whole just the ones representedon campus that
scope of business. Themembers believe students seem to be channeled to," Mills
this is in keeping with Seattle Univer- said.
sity's mission statement.
Mills said the club is still open to
Topics theclub would like to discuss new issues and members. "What the
are: the impact of a large corporation on club really is," Mills stated, "is a forum
a surrounding community, local banks' for business students and others whoare
responsibility to the investors in their
interested in social responsibility or
community and the impact of busisocial justice,to get together and discuss
nesses who declare bankruptcy then their questions and concerns."
reopen their doors the next day in a new
BSSR is not an officially recognized
location witha new name.
club by ASSU, says Mills,but added
The club would like to bring in
that the business department has given
speakers from campus and the comthem some funds and faculty members
munity as resource people and are also are showing an interest in advising or
assisting the club.
consideringhaving a film series.
BSSR hopes to also integrate activism

By Susan Kendall
SpectatorReporter

times offers specialprograms geared to a
particular group.
Eben said special groups for
gay/lesbianstudents wouldbe considered.
"Possiblility of" special programming is
low," he said. It depends on what people ask for."
What about the spiritual needs of
gay/lesbian students?
LisaUrsino-Nance,worship director at
Campus Ministry, said she has guided
some students to Dignity, a Catholic
group for gays/lesbians.
Ursino-Nance also serves on theboard
of directors of that group.
Services for non-Catholics are scarce,
so helping gay/lesbian students with
other spiritual needs is difficult,UrsinoNancesaid.
"We would help them find that path,"
Ursino-Nance said. "It doesn't stop us
from being compassionate and loving."
"Allstudents deserve the full attention
of thiscampus," Grace said. "Anyone affiliated with SU should be administered
to."

Immediate
Openings
75 Driver Positions Available
Earn Money Now
Domino's Pizza is currently hiring qualified driver
applicants for locations throughout the Seattle

area.

FREE PIZZA

to every QUALIFIED applicant
Every person who comes into our Capitol Hill.Rainier
Beach, Rainier/Beacon or Madison Park stores and
meets the following qualifications will receive a FREE
12" 3-item pizza. Applicants must:

Be a minimum of 18 years of age
Have a good driving record
Have access to a reliable vehicle
Have insurance coverage for that vehicle*
"Proof of current insurance must be presentedto
receive free pizza
To apply, visit the Domino's Pizza location nearest you
between 2:3opm and 4:oopm weekdays,or noon to
4:oopm Saturday and Sunday.

■

Locations offering the special FREE PIZZA:
Capitol Hill
Rainier/Beacon
322-0094
721-5596
128 Broadway East
2601 S.McClellan

®

Rainier Beach
725-1690
7903 Rainier Aye. S.

Madison Park
328-0102
2743 E. Madison

©1987 Domino's Pizza Inc.

Miss Italian
Community Contest
Applicants must be single women, 18-22 years and at
least114Italian to represent Italian Communityfor
Seafair1987. Inquire evenings at 868-7925

Want to improve yourbusiness?
Why not advertise withthe
Seattle University Spectator!
Contact Thertsak Sac Tung,
AdvertisingManager,
at 626-6850.
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Butorac bikes, sails her way into 'Easy Rider' image
By Kurt A. Moore
SpectatorReporter
Physical Plant Services may nol
und like one of the most interesting

t

States. She wants to "ride to live and
live to ride."
It doesn't seem possible now with her
busy schedule,but she would settle for a
journey to SanFrancisco this summer to

Staffprofile

departments on campus andit probably
doesn't raise stimulating conversation
either but it may have one of the more
unique secretaries.
Nina Butorac, 29-year-old senior secretary of Plant Services, cultivates an
"Easy Rider" image. Oneof her dreams
is to hopon herbike andlet the wind fly
through her soul clear across the United

-

celebrate the 50th anniversary of the
GoldenGate Bridge.
Butorac doesn't fit the whole "Easy
Rider" image though. She avoids Grateful Dead concerts and is into classical
music.
A friendly and outgoing person,
Butorac isas easy to get along with as a
best friend. She is honest and upfront

Nina Butorac, secretary for SU's plant services, stands in the
entrance to her floating home. She lives on a sailboat and dreams
biking across the United States.

about herselfand her work.
Butorac doesn't live in a typical apartment or home, but a 25-foot sailboat
moored on Lake Union. She has been
floating for about a year and says she
likes it much better than an apartment.
She had lived in apartments for three
years and was "sick of the wife beaters
and allof the noisy tenants."
She even tried living with her mother
fora yearbut said thatit was just asbad.
Another of Butorac's dreams is to sail
to Tahiti someday. Her sailboat has all
the necessities, just as an apartment or
home does. She said living on the water
"shakes up the home a bit, but it is
livable." It is cheaper than a one
bedroom apartment and itislike "living
in a small kitchen."
A 1979 graduate of Seattle University,
Butorac majored in English andminored
in philosophy. With a laugh she said,
"You can really tell I'm putting my
degree to work."
But she studied what she wanted to
learn. "A lot of the students just go to
school to be there," she said. "I came
was interested in,
here to study what I
otherwise Iwouldn't have made it
through."
Butorac wanted to pursue her teaching
certificate,but was just too "burned out
on school." Plus her father died shortly
before her graduation so she didn't have
the money to continue her education.
She said she may go back "sometime
in the future."
Sports is another of Butorac's many
interests. She manages the Bilbo Baggers, the employee softball team of the
Physical Plant department.
Butorac has been working at Physical
Plant Services over seven years. It start-

ed as a work-study job when she was a
senior. She stayed on the job after
graduation because of her father's death.
"I had to support the family, and Ididn't
want to risk finding another job. Plus I
really like SU," said Butorac.
She's content with her job andhas no
problems with any of the people she
works with. "The atmosphere is friendly
and thepeople are great," said Butorac.
She takes care of the department's
budget, pays all of the campus' energy
bills and keeps the computer updated
withinformation.
JoeGardiner, maintenance supervisor,
says Butorac isa "veryimportant person.
It'sa challenging job. There is a lot of
calls concerning maintenance problems
and Butorac fields all thoseproblems and
does it extremely well."
Butorac is currently looking into another job at Connolly Center as an
administrative secretary. She wants to
find another job which is more adequate
to herneeds.
"I need more money to support my
lifestyle. The boat takes all my money,
plus it's nice to have extra cash," she
said.
Sheexpressedinterest in some type of
office managementposition in the field
ofboat sales.
"Itis difficult to make the change and
get a new jobbecause the atmosphere (at
sure wouldn't
SU) is so friendly, and I
wear
dresses
and nylons
want to
everyday," she said. "Plus, advancements aren't available at this time."
Butorac said everyone who stays at a
physical plant job for over five years
usually stays for good.
"I don'tknow if that will hold true for
me, butI
think I
deserve better."

Community service leads
lawyer into volunteering
By Mark Kramer
Spectator Reporter

With a degree in law from the University of Washington, and membership

"I remember what it was like to be an
undergraduate, Crawford adds. "I think
students do want to volunteer,but barriers like money, time restraints and fear
get in their way. That's what the

Staffprofile
in the Washington State Bar Association, why has Laura Crawford chosen
to work as Seattle University's Volunteer
Center coordinator?
"I really believe in this job," says
Crawford, whose undergraduate degree
is in educational/rehabilitation counseling. "I believe in volunteering. I
chose SU because Iwanted to find a
position that would integrate community
service with anacademic existence. SU
is asking the questions for an ethical
life."
Crawford has thekindof smile that
acts as a magnet,drawing people to her
just to say hello. It's a sincere smile,
needed for a job that sometimes requires
gentle coercion to get students involved
in volunteering.
In a sense, Crawford is the Volunteer
Center, a campus-wide clearinghouse
through which students donate their time
and capabilities. She landed her job as
the
coordinator at the same time
program.
up
setting
the
University was
In school, "Iwas very grade-conscious,
but volunteering has changed my life.
Because of my opportunities to volunteer
while going to school Isaw what it was
like to be old and low income. Being
able to volunteer added dimension to
what Iwanted to be.

Volunteer Center is for, to come together
to overcome those barriers."
Aside from doing a good deed for
others, volunteering can mean doing a
good deed for yourself,Crawford thinks.
"Volunteer opportunities are designed to
compliment work and school experience," she says.
Volunteer opportunities at the center
range from individual,ongoing projects,
to one-time group activities. One of the
latter is "Home Repair Day" scheduled
for Feb. 21.
That activity is an opportunity to help
some of Seattle's senior citizens by
fixing up their houses. All materials,
tools and transportation to and from
campus will be provided by the
Volunteer Center. All a student needs to
bring is an ample supply of elbow
grease,says Crawford.
Crawford emphasizes that any volunteer position can be investigated
through ihc Center, not just those opportunities listed in the Center's brochure.
Crawford will work one-to-one with
students to exploreoptions.
After a short telephone conversation,
Crawford's magnetic smile lights up her
face. "That's what this job is all about,"
shebeams. "That was a 75-year-old man
who wanted to volunteer his time."

Laura Crawford, SU's Volunteer Center coordinator, holds
an undergraduate degree in educational/rehabilitation as well as a
law degree from theUniversity of Washington.
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Sooobox Forum
Homosexuals on campus

Amerika:

What is the policy
on discrimination?

Who cares?
Amid the controversyover theABC broadcasting of "Amerika," therehavebeen
many liberal groups whohavebeen organizing resistance to theideas impliedby the
program, including the casting of liberals as communist spies, the protrayal of the
SovietUnion as,ina way,evil,and the generaloverdonenationalism whichis so
pervasivetoday.
Theresistance to "Amerika" has included group-viewing sessions where people
gather together to watch theminiseries each night, following the viewing witha
discussion session.
Noone can deny the controversyand opposition to "Amerika" has developeda
generalinterest in the program, and many people will watch the program who

Staff Opinion
normally would have avoided it;thus, the miniseries' very nature will net ABC
money.

Television stationsdon't really careif their programs are enjoyedor supported. As
long aspeople watch, theadvertisements willbe worth more and the sponsors will
give more money. Ifanetwork produced a show that everyonehatedbut watched
anyway, thenetwork wouldbe ecstatic. Andsuchis the case with "Amerika."
The best way to oppose a television show or movie or indeed any sort of media,is
to speak against it, but encouraging people to avoid it. If"Amerika" was greetedby
indifference,based on antipathy, the program would havecompletely flopped. Now,
it might haveachance. And thushas the liberal community made a graveerror.

Black History

Fact, not fantasy

February is black history month.
With all the front page stories, tele-

vision commentaries and general hubbub that has howled across our media
concerning "ratings week" and in
particular the over-inflated analysis of
"Amcrika," February would seem to be
"a false but entertaininghistory month."
The real biting, painful history of
America (never mentioned in high school
history books) is hiding in fearful black
and white on PBS Channel 9. "Eyes on
thePrize" is a program far more pride-inspiring andfar more teeth-clenching than
any Hollywood fantasized communist
scenario.
"Eyes on the Prize" is a documentary
series on Saturday afternoons tracing the
black civil rights movement inAmerica.
Black and white vintage film shows an
American history that is far from
fantasy.

A history made and created not by
"Martin Luther Kings" or "JohnF. Kennedys" but rather a history created by
thousands, both blacks and whites; this
history is outlined in old newsfilm,
protest songs, and present-day interviews.
Courageous thousands fought against
system
a
of life that denied them human
rights and dignity.
They were school children in Alabama
hosed with pressurized water and then
jailed.

They were nine children going to a
"whites only" school only to be taunted,
teased and harassed to the point where
federal guards were brought in for their
protection.
They were 250,000 menand women,
black and white, who marched to Washington,D.C., and spent the day with no
violence committed.
In those thousands, there was a single
black man who faced crowds ofhundreds
of white men screaming and tearing at
his dignity just for wanting to attend the
best university in Mississippi.
There were governors, mayors and
police chiefs who denied federal rulings
and constitutional rights ~ who denied
police protection. Men who frantically
grasped at their bigotry to preserve a
"way oflife."
The struggle of the black person in
America is the history of America,internal organsandall.
It is a history which has shaped our
present reality. It will shape our future
only if we stop andreflect and bring into
our "soul" the good and bad of our
common history.
It's time for America to "rate" her
history instead of hiding in a fantasy
future, where good and bad is conveniently inflated.

Allison Westfall
Spectator ManagingEditor

By David Ellinger
Rather than ramble on without sufficient evidence as Iusually do, this week
I
have done a little investigating.
Ah,but I
have done no extraordinary
feats of delving;Ihave simply openedup
various bulletins put out by SU departments, specifically at Seattle University's non-discriminatory policy, in
reference to homosexual students and
staff.
According to Student Life publications: "The University does not discriminate on the basis of race,color, religion, sex, age, handicap or national
origin." The Bulletin of Information is
identical.
However, the official staff policy
according to the staff handbook, is this:
"The University does notdiscriminate in
employment on the basis of sex, race,
color, national origin, religion, age,
marital status, Viet Nam era veteran
status, or the presence of any sensory,
mental or physical handicaps unless
based upon a bona fide occupational
qualification."
It goes on to say students will not be
subject to discrimination for the same
situations. This policy is part of the
"Seattle University Affirmative Action
Policy Statement," printed on the first
page of the staffhandbook.
Now, this official policy includes a
few items notprinted by theStudent Life
office. Hrn. What's going on? Seems a
bit unprofessional, not to say inconsistent.

However, the Student Life office

comes pretty close and although this
discrepancy causes me some uneasiness,
it seems nothing to worry about.
Ah, but then turn to the Registrar's
spring 1987 course listing and on page
three it states, "Seattle University
complies with governmental regulations
and is especially sensitive to the requirements regarding equal opportunity employment, affirmative action and the
elimination of any form of discrimination regarding prospective and actual
studentsand employees."
Wha'? Where did this come from?
This policy not only covers those
classifications listed in theofficial policy
but it also insists students will not be
discriminated for any reason whatsoever!
Whatever your quirk, whether itbe civil
disobediance,bigotry, devil-worshipping
or homosexuality, you're covered!
But is this true? Clearly not. Several

Fight tuition constructively
So talking doesn't help, or rather
Father Sullivan isn't listening to our
ASSU representatives. Mr. Ghermay,
they are letting youspeak at the Trustee
meeting. Why bother! They did that
last year, with no effect. You have
already said you feltSullivan appeared to
have his "mind already set," even at the
first budgetmeeting.
Are our officers only figureheads,
valueless gifts of the administration?
"Let them have their little presidents and
senators, it'll make them think they have
some say in things." Well, don't we?
Can we as a collective voice sway the

decisions that affect our education?
Maybe Sullivan is relying on the very
diversity of this university to keep
reactions minimal. What, with the large
number of non-traditional students it is
difficult to form an image of
involvement andcohesiveness.
"Well, there doesn't seem to be very
many people joining to oppose this
issue, and we can't act on the wishes of
the minority, therefore it must be okay
to raise tuition." Is it just a minority
opposed? How many students really do
oppose it?
Maybe Sullivan just doesn't listen.

Maybe he feels the consequences aren't
greatenough. Maybe theadministration
doesn't feel they need to justify thei.
budget proposal to us, just set the
tuition at the desired level, tell us how
they are going to spend the money, let
us complain about it for two weeks, then
pass it anyway.
Maybe we will do somethingabout it.
But first, two questions. Do we care?
arc more than just a few of us upset
about the tuition hike? And of those
who care, are there any willing to show
their concern and let Sullivanknow that
his tuition increase is unacceptable?

homosexual students and staff whom I
have talked to said they feel a subtle but
very strong discrimination.
Indeed, particularly with the very
strong anti-homosexual stance of the
Pope's last letter on the matter, the
prevailing opinion of the Church (not
necessarily select individuals within the
Church) is very negative and therefore
the climate at SU is uncomfortable as
well.
Why then is there this discrepancy?
Why do the departments of SU create the
illusion that discrimination is universally discouraged andagainstpolicy?
I don't believe there is anything
malicious going on.The various departments simply print a statement which
fits in the space.
What they don'tunderstand is this discrepancy creates even more instability for
those whose protection is uneven.
Inconsistency in this matter perpetuates
fear and hides the true opinion of the
university.

If every university publication said
sexualpreferencehas no protection from
discrimination, then at least the situation
would be clear. Every employee could
evaluate if they wanted to work here,on
that basis.
In addition, creating a concrete nondiscriminatory policy is the only way
the homosexual population on campus
can achieve any sort of unity and fight
for better working conditions. How can
you fight to change something that
appearsinseveral forms?
However, it seems that the university
will comply with these concerns. I
spoke with Anna Dillon, director of
personnel and affirmative action officer,
on these problems. She was genuinely
concerned and said she would work on
this confusion.

This whole situation may seem a bit
trivial to the heterosexual on campus but
if you want any sort of community on
campus, we all must work together to
get fear outof the university.
And soon, the first step will be completed: a straightforwardand well-known
non-discriminatory policy.
Now, do we agree with it? Do webelieve homosexuals should be discriminated against? That question needs
to be answered.
David Ellinger
Spectator Opinion Editor
If we want something to be done we
must act. Sullivancan't readour minds,
nor is there any guaranteethat he would
if he could.
If you don't care don't do anything. I
guaranteeyou that tuition will go up and
up ml up. If you do carebut don't do
anything, same result. Belter that you
<'o respond. Show our ASSU president
thiit there is a concern. Give Ghermay
some backing to support him when he
speaks to the Board of Trustees. If heis
to represent us let us tell him what we
wantrepresented. And standbehind him.
Show this administration we do not
accept the tuition proposal. Don't grumble to yourself, tell Abbey Ghermay.
Ron E. Cody
Spectator Contributor

SoDpbocjbrum
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Letter of the week

And for my next trick

To the Editor:
To the Editor:

We have all heardit said youcanmake
statistics say anything. I
don't want to
make statistics say anything, just the
truth.
Father Sullivan said financial aid will
go up 15 percent 3 percent over the
tuition raise
to cover the cost of
tuition. That means financial aid recipients will have a 3 percent surplus
after paying their school bills. "Let's
take some of our surplus financial aid
money and throw a party to celebrate."
Right?
Hogwash!
Let's look at what these figures really
mean. Only university-funded financial
aid will increase by 15 percent. That is
to say GSLs,NDSL's, state need grants,
pell grants and federal and state workstudy funds are not affected by the
university increase.
Only thelimitednumber of grants and
merit scholarships and such will increase and even some of those are

-

-

privately controlled. For those of you
receiving financial aid take alook at your
package, increase your university-funded
financial aid by 15 percent, subtract that
from $810 (a full year's tuition increase),
and see what you willhave to dig out of
your own pocket next year. For those
without financial aid the math is much
easier.
"In addition," he said, "students will
benefit from the increase in financial
aid." No one that Iknow of. Just for
comparison sake, let'slook at how much
of our tuition increase is being given
back to the students at 18 percent. For
every $810 the university receives in
increased tuition,financial aid receives
$146. This is not the same thing as
saying tuition increased by 12 percent
but aidincreased 15 percent.
Don't play games with statistics
Father Sullivan. Just lay them on the
table like theyreally are.

Iwish to respond to thearticle in the
Jan. 28 edition of The Spectator titled
"NicaraguaToday."
First of all, I
would hope that in the
future, more care will be taken in the
writing and editing of articles to avoid
such errors as "Contradora" instead of
"Contadora." While the error seems
minor, it can only serve to prolong the
ignorance and misunderstanding surrounding the issues in Latin America.
The words used are often unfamiliar to
North American ears, and it is easy to
confuse "contra" (short for the Spanish
word for counterrevolutionary) and "Contadora" (an organization of five Latin
American countries working to find
peaceful solutions to some of the
conflicts in that area of the world), even
to confuse "Somocista" (a supporter of
the ousted Somoza government in
Nicaragua) and "Sandinista" (a member
or supporter of the Sandinista party
currently inpower in Nicaragua).
Two weeks ago Ireturned from a
three-week trip to Nicaragua. Iwanted to
see for myself what the life of the people
was like. Ifound a country full of contradictions (no pun intended), struggling to make its own path in a world
which pulls and pushes at it from all
directions. The party in power in Nicaragua, the FSLN (Sandinista National
Liberation Front), has been strongly
influenced by Marxist-Leninist theory
no one inside or outside of Nicaragua
denies it. The Soviet Union has had a
strong influence in the country, providing much economic, medical and
militaryaid.
Equally strong, however, is the
memory of the frequent intervention in
Nicaragua by foreign powers, notably
Spain and the United States and the
desire to be an independent nation, deciding its own destiny and serving its
own people.
The Nicaraguans are very nationalistic
and feel strongly that the process of the

Ron E. Cody
SUStudent

Hail to the chief executive
To the Editor:

Well, once again we must raise our
glasses of champagne to our glorious
Fuhrer William J. Sullivan, S.J.
Anyone with any doubts about our great
leader's intentions regarding a tuition
increase must first look at theentire page
A8
of the Seattle Times Wednesday,
Feb. 11 edition in order to fully comprehend the talented deception used to
rationalize a 12 percent tuition increase
in 1987.
Tell me, Father Sullivan, are we
looking towards the student's best
or are we looking towards
interest
your moment in the limelight at the
Goodwill Games in 1990? Must the
students foot the cost for your moment
in the international spotlight?
It's not that we don't want a beautiful
campus which the community has so
graciously funded but rather we find it
increasingly difficult to stomach the
deliberate disinformation provided for our
'naive' consumption from the first floor
LA. Obviously, Father Sullivan must
truly believe the students who occupy
'his' campus are not only ignorant to his
attempts at hidden agenda but also that
we will remain as docile as sheepbeing
led to slaughter.
An addition to the meager wagespaid
to our dignified professors is not the
issue, our objection remains in the falsification of the intentions of a tuition
increase. With inflation for 1986 running below 4 percent, it seems the
professors would need more than a 5
percent increase to show them you mean

—

business in becoming competitive with
~
similar private universities in the area
yet wage increases represent only 24
percent of the 12 percent increase in
tuition.
What isit you have hidden beyond the
$720,000 'other' door anyway? Andhow
clever of you to include increases in
financial aid. It might surprise you that
simple arithmetic states that a $100 net
increase in aid leaves financial aid
recipients with a $600 + loss.
Alber's School of Business has trained
us better than you think Father Sullivan!
According to economics we most certainly have reached the point of
diminishing returns. We challenge you
to prove beyond areasonable doubtthat a
12 percent tuition increase willmaintain
at least the current level of enrollment at
Seattle University.
We'll see you at Georgetown Father
who knows, in a couple
Sullivan
might
be able to buy a
years we all
condominium with our tuition savings.

-
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revolution should be Nicaraguan, acombination of economic, social and political theories that fits the needs and the
goals of the Nicaraguan people.
Norman Bent, a Moravian bishop and
a Miskito Indian, commented on the
difficulty in classifying the Nicaraguan
process: "Nicaragua isneither capitalist
or communist," he said. "It is a third
animal. People try to decide what kind
of a sheep it is, when in reality it's a
goat."
The contras offer no viablealternatives
to the Nicaraguan people; they have a
statement of principles but no programs, nothing but the violence and
destruction which they leave behind.
They mine public roads, kidnap people
all of
from the fields, steal cattle
which only undermine a struggling
economy and demoralize the people. The
contras have no substantial base of
popular support in the country; they
have not captured any land inside the
borders of Nicaragua. (In fact, an area
called "New Nicaragua" is land in
Honduras whichhas been evacuated ofall
Honduran citizens and which the contra
occupy.)
Ihave returned from my journey more
aware than ever of the complexities and
paradoxes of Nicaragua. The FSLN is
by no means perfect there are many
problems which, if not adequately met,
will lead to serious difficulties internally
and externally. Butlammore convinced
than ever that the current U.S. policy
toward Nicaragua is counterproductive
and ill-conceived. The U.S. actions
against this country serve only to undermine an already strugglingpeople and to
aggravate ill-will between our two gov-

-

-

ernments.

The United States wields much influence in this worldand couldbe a force
for peace we need to let those who
represent us know that this is what we

-

want.

Stacy Alan
SU Student
The SoapboxForum pages feature staff editorials
and guest commentaries from itsreaders. All unsigned
editorials express themajorityopinion of the SpecUtor
editorial board; its members are John B. Teehan,

Allison Westfall, Angie Babcock. andDavidEllinger.
Signed editorials and commentaries are the
responsibility of the author and may not express
SpecUtor opinion. Opinionsexpressed on thesepages
„<" not necessarily those of Seaule University or iv
student body.
Letters to the Editor mustbe250 wordsor less.
typeddouble-spaced, signed and mailed or delivered tc
the SpecUtor by12 p.m. Thursday. All letters must
include a phone number andaddress. Letters will be
publishedon a space-available basis and maybe edited
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The SpecUtor is publishedevery Wednesday during
tat^ cmic yatt excludingschool holidays. Annual
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C.npc Codand the Islands

Notice
The Spectator is now
accepting applications for staff
positions for Spring quarter.
If interested, please contact
John Teehan at 626-6850.
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of iXantttcket and Martha's Vineyard

Thousands of interesting and varied summer |obs are waiting to be
filled. The acute shortage of seasonal workershas driven pay scales
3b% higher than wages for similar work elsewhere in the country

.

For immediate detailed information on the kinds ol |obs being offered
housing availability, etc send a LONG self-addressed STAMPED
envelope to:
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SUMMER JOBS PROGRAM
Box 594, Room 23
Barnstablc. MA 02630
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STUDENT FORUM with Fr. SULLIVAN

,

Thisis your only chance to voice concerns about tuition
increases directly to Fr. Sullivan.
LET HIM KNOW WE CARE
12:00 noon in Barman Auditorium

-

The Calcutta Experience A Slide Show
A student slide show including stories of their work with Mother
Teresa's Missionaries in the Fall of 1986. The slide show will be
followed with authentic Indian food. 12 noon in Campion Chapel.
Sponsored by: Coalition for Human Concern, Educational Programs
Committee.

February 20
Finally Friday
y

_
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"Calcutta" A Movie by Louis Malle
This movie made for a French television series, depicts the variety of

BODEN & ZANETT©

■

cultural contrasts in Calcutta, including the influence Englandhas had
on India. 2:30 p.m. in Campion Chapel. Sponsoredby: Coalition for
Human Concern.
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"Something
Beautifulfor
God"
Aai.
Movie
,m

This 50 minute film tells the story of the life of Mother Teresa. 6:30
p.m. in theLibrary Auditorium. Sponsored by: Coalition for Human
Concern.
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Boden and Zanetto have brought their blend
of vintage Jazz, comedy, and tales of the
roaring
a Twenties to northwest
, audiences for

.

Ho a/J

5:30 8:30 p.m. In Chieftain

Cost: $3.00 I.D. Required

Women's Basketball
Friday, Feb. 20 Lady Chieftains vs. Simon Fraser.
Saturday,Feb. 21 Lady Chieftains vs. Whitworth.
Hoop-shoot compitition at half-time.
Both games inConnolly Center. Starting time 7:00 p.m.

Seattle University's Drama Department presents their Winter 1987
production of Tom Stoppard's:

fm
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"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead"

The show runs Feb. 18 through Feb. 24 with all performances at
8:00 p.m. except Sunday, Feb.22 when a 2:00 p.m. matinee will be
given. For reservations, please call 626-6336. Admission: $5.00
general and $3.00 students and seniors.
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"Reunion" A Documentary and Discussion
This 30 minute documentary focuses on the reunion of concentration
camp survivor, Bronka Kohn, and her liberator, Or. C. Ellington.
Following the film, Bronka Kohn (Serebrin) will personally address
questions regarding her experience as a survivor of three
concentration camps, including Auschwitz. 7:00 p.m. in the Stimpson
Room, Library. Sponsored by : Alpha Sigma Nu
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'Platoon' is engrossing, gruesome and educational
By Kris Echigo
SpectatorReporter

If Sylvester Stallone sees "Platoon"
he'll probably be disappointed with it.
You don't leave the film with a renewed
senseof American patriotism. Youdon't
feel like buying Bruce Springsteen's
latest on compact disc. What you get is
g painfully accurateportrayal of the men
fought in the Vietnam war.
Oliver Stone,the director and Vietnam
veteran, wrote "Platoon" 10 years ago.
But Stone says, "It was rejected everywhere." His producer Arnold Kopelson
explains, "It was impossible to make
'Platoon' 10 years ago. The wound was
And for many veterans this movie
might re-open wounds ~ but it shows
what thesemen endured.
The actors in the film spent 13 days of
intense training before the actual
filming. The retiredmarine captain who
trained them says, "I believe that the
only way amancan portray the rigors of
m ungle combat is to get a taste of it."
Stone's film definitely reveals the hard
work his crew and his actors went
through
and for that matter, what
Stone himself experiencedinVietnam.
Chris Taylor (Charlie Sheen) is an
idealistic youngrecruit who drops out of

-

college to join the war. He is disturbed
that only the "bottom of the barrer or
"grunts" get drafted. Buthe soon finds
out the grunts are more equipped to
handle the insanity of the war than heis.
In aletter to his grandmother he writes
of the grunts, "They're the best I'veever
"
seen,grandma. Theheart and50u1
Later he discovers the real war is
within the platoon; fellow soldiers pitted
against each other out of confusion and
survival instincts. Taylor takes the advice of his comrade ~ "don't think," and
finds it the only survival technique that
works.
However, he's still intrigued by the
courageous Elias (William Dafoe) who
has all the bravery that the other soldiers
lack. Elias' ideals are not looked fondly
upon by the demented Barnes (Tom
Berenger) who calls him a "crusador" ~
an ironic,unrealistic term to the grunts.
Andas the scarred-faced, insane Barnes
proclaims, "Iam reality" yourealize it
is true in light of the Vietnam war.
The most foreboding scene in the
film, haunting to the end, is in the beginning as Taylor steps off the helicopter. As the men who get to return
home jeer at the new recruits with
obscenities, one man stares at Taylor
with a chilling demonic grin, as if
saying, "You're going to die, while I'm

...
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"We are all God's children We are
Jah-Jah children,let the sun shine in."
Those words resonated sweetly on the
veliest
night of the year Valentine's
{
night. What better way to spend an
evening than withJamaica's finest Rasta
man andhis jammin' reggae band?
Burning Spear and his nine-piece
Burning Bandlit up the sold-out Moore
Theater last Saturday night along with
special guests Moja Nya and Seattle s
own Gospel Fireball.
Willie William of the Gospel Fireball
reminded the audience before and after
each of the duo's a cappella numbers that
"we should all love Godas well as each
other" while his partner Roosevelt
Franklin convinced the crowd to clap and
join in on songs like "It's Gonna Rain"
and the upbeat, inspirational "When The
<" lints Go MarchingIn."
Thecrowd,now warmandready foran
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for the veteran whonever felt understood
or a part of society.
"Platoon" is an engrossing if gruesome film to experience. But it is a
well-made movie and a necessary one to
fully understand the men who fought in
Vietnam. It's educational to watch and
maybe you will,in Taylor's own words,
"... see something Idon't yet see
" learn
something Idon't yet know

...

...

while the band laid down a heavy vibe
that Spear himself danced to.
An encore of four songs ended the
show but before Spear left he thanked the
audience for a good show and with his
arms raised in a "V", bid everyone
farewell. Cheers of "Rastafarii" and "Go
widJah!" almost shook the theater while
people departed from one of the hottest
shows of thenew year.
Truly,a Valentine's to remember.
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You'll taste TERIYAKI It's very special

2.95

t/2 TERIYAKI CHICKEN
(Steam rice & Vegetable)

2.95

TERIYAKIBEEF
(Steam rice & Vegetable)
TERIYAKI PORK

_
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(Steam rice & Vegetable)

TERIYAKI SALMONFISH
(Steam rice & Vegetable)

Coleslaw-Oriental Style

TERIYAKI shrimpSTEAM VEGETABLE
(Steam rice

,„

- OLD

Six days a week. 325-6211
Closed Sunday
11 a.m. 9 p.m.

teriyaki BEEF
(Steam t.ce )

mike in hand before the crowd and his
hot Burning Band.
The crowd melted like butter in a
non-stick skillet when Spear performed
many of thehits from his "People of the
World" album as well as old standards
from the "Rocking Time" and "Marcus
Garvey"periods.
The best of Spear's generousofferings
included the songs "Distant Drum" and
"Built This City." Each song was nicely
punctuated by the female horn section

-

RESTAURANT

Please come and visit usll

home laughing." That scene alone
symbolizes the insanity of the war.
Stone who won an Academy Award
forhis screenplay of "MidnightExpress"
and directed the critically acclaimed
"Salvador," has finally broken through to
the mainstream moviegoer with an
important film. It is important for the
people who never understood the
psychologicalplight of the veteran, and

theater shake; crowd melts like butter

eveningof reggae riddims, welcomed the
four-piece Moja Nya enthusiastically.
Getting off to a slow start, Moja quickly
seduced thecrowd with their invitations
to bask in Jah's (God's) light and got
people to skank and rock in the aisles.
One of their best numbers was a
rocking little tune called "No Regrets"
that tastefully threw in its musical recipe
a morselof the famous 007/James Bond
theme.
Anticipation fell heavy as the road
crew hung the massive Burning Spear
backdrop. A melange of Pan-African
themes red, green and yellow surrounding crossed spears, a portrait or
Marcus Garvey, and a drawing of Haile
Selassie (the last emperor of Ethiopia)
swirled onstage and coupled with the
smoke of cigarettes, made the stage
appear other-worldly,
And then he came out. His band had
begun an instrumental two minutes
before Mr. Burning Spear himself,
Winston Rodney, glided with wireless
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Vietnamese girl in "Platoon."

-

Burning Spear makes
By

Tom Berenger portrays Barnes, an American soldier with a North
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Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern'
is alive

Claudius (Matt Burke,
niddle) instructs
Rosencrantz (John
iKaiser) and
[Guildenstern (Colin

to "glean
afflicts"
Iwhat

■Hamlet.

just a flamboyant person who tended to
exaggerate.

Kaiser and Mitchell were excellent as
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Their
skilled timing was amazing as they
flipped questions and rhetoric back and
forth. They were quite amusing in their
brightred and yellow costumes.
Speaking of costumes, Ireally enjoyed
the colorful Shakespearean-style garb.
The backwards stage set up was also
interesting. Confused? Well, you'll
have to see it to find out what Imean.
And it will be worth seeing.
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are
Dead" opens tonight at 8p.m. in Pigott
Auditorium. It will run through Tues.,
Feb. 24 withallperformances at 8 p.m.
except Sun., Feb. 22 which is a 2 p.m.
matinee.

By LisaBanks
Spectator Arts &EntertainmentEditor

"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are
Dead" is an interesting, humorous and
rather strangeplay that takes you behind
the scenes in Shakespeare's "Hamlet"
Tom Stoppard's script is wordy,
philosophical and rather hard to follow,
especially if you haven'tread "Hamlet."
But the Seattle University Drama
Department gave a wonderful performance of this challengingmaterial.
The play basically shows "Hamlet"
through the eyes of Rosencrantz (John
Kaiser) and Guildenstern (Colin
Mitchell), two fools who can't soundly
remember which of them is which.
King Claudius (Matt Burke)has sent for
them but they don't know why.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern spend
much of their time calling the flip of a
coin and carrying on rapid philosophical
discussions and question games. Asone
of the fools says, "Words, words
they're all wehave to go on." Later, one
of the fools says, "It's all questions."
Rosencrantz andGuildenstern struggle
with the meaning of life and death and

--

speculate about whether or not Hamlet
(Maris Gobins) ismad.
A group of bumbling players wander
through occasionally, offering a humorous break from the somewhat tiresome
and weighty discussions. But the players
also foreshadow that which will happen
in "real life."
Guildenstern (or was it Rosencrantz?)
called the lead player and his group "a
common pornographer and a rabble of
prostitutes." But thelead player (David
Ellinger) explained, "We do on stage the
things that are supposed to happen
off...We're more of the blood, love and
rhetoric school."
The players are hilarious as they
perform a variety of crude, rude and
unbelievable antics, overracting at all
times. But we also learn a lot about life
and death from the players.
We learn from the lead player that
"you can't go through life questioning
your situation at every turn." We also
learn from one of the fools that death is
"an exit-unobtrusive and unannounced."
Ellinger was wonderful as the leader of
the hams. His monologue about the
players' reaction to the lack of an
audience was spoken with such eloquence
and sincerity that I
almost felt sorry for
troupe.
the terrible

Randy Dixon, one of the tragedians,
gavea hilariously overacted performance
of a dyingking--as people accept death.
Inother words, he acted out a death that
looked like a goldfish out of water.
That, we learn from the leader of the
players, is the only kind of death that
people accept.
The highlight of the comedy occurred
when two tragedians portrayed the
poisoner/king (Tom Emanuel) and the
queen (BradMace). Thenarratorand lead
playersaid,"Having murdered his brother,
and wooed the widow, the poisoner
mounts the throne."
At that point, Emanuel and Mace
(with his legspeaking out of his dress)
began to roll about on the floor as if
making love. How the two kept from
crackingup is beyond me!
In the final scene we see Hamlet on I
a boat with the fools and the
players. Rosencrantz and Guilden I
stern are supposed to deliver a letter
instructing the king of England to
behead Hamlet. During the night,
however, Hamlet switches the lettcrH
with one of his own making-one
that sentencesRosencrantz and
M
Guildenstern to death. And so it
goes
g^
Maris Gobins was very good
as Hamlet,although at first he did
'"■■w.,b
makeme wonder if Hamlet was The Player
(David Ellinger) stares
gay. Apparently, Hamlet was
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
STUDY ABROAD
*French-in-France in Grenoble
*German-in-Austria in Graz

Send In Any Black & White or
ColorPicture up to 8"xl0" (No Negatives)
andHave it Enlarged into a
Giant Black & White or Full Color Poster.
Comes in Mailing Tube No Creasing.
Put Your Name and Address on Back
of Orieinal for Safe Return.

—

♥Studyabroad programs are open to all SU students
♥Nolanguage pre-requisites
♥Financialaid applicable to allprogram
♥Scholarshipsare available
For further information,please contact:
Department of ForeignLanguage
Marian 331 626-5806

16"x 20" $14.99
20"x 30" $17.99

2'x3'519.99

Add 7$ Postage andHandeling Per Order

KRYSTAL KLEER PHOTO CO.

P.O. Box 25488. Fort Lauderdale, FL 33320
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Bailey displays leadership on court
By Thertsak Sac Tung
Spectator Sports Editor

Sometimes a misfortune must happen
before goodthings arenoticed.
When co-captain Scott Harris became
academically ineligible to play basketball
for the Seattle University Chieftains, the
full load of responsibility came to rest
on the shoulders of theother co-captain,
Kevin Bailey, the 6' 5" senior guard.
According to Webster's dictionary,
"leadership" means "the ability to lead."
Bailey appears to have the marks of a
fine leader. Indeed.
Bailey said when Harris became ineligible to play he had to score more
points on fast breaks and to keep the
team's motivation alive.
Bob Johnson, SU head coach, agrees
that the players regard Bailey as the
leader of the Chieftains.
"When you feel that you are a leader,
you will take advantage of the situation
on the court a lot better. Since our team
looks at him (Bailey) as a leader, helives
up to the responsibilties that they throw
on his shoulders," Johnson said.
Bailey feels good about his season
because his second-year coach's system
calls for fast break plays and that "compliments my game." After 25 games
Bailey is averaging 20.3 points per game
including a career-high 42 against
Alaska-Fairbanks on Jan. 21.
Bailey also attributes his success this
year to last summer's pro-am play. "It

Senior guard Kevin Bailey has been a major factor in the team's
success this season, averaging over 20 points a game.
*
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gave me a chance to go against more
bigger, physical and quicker guys. I
think that got me prepared for the
season.
"It's a step above college. You always
try to get the best competition you can
toprepare yourself," Baileyexplained.
Concerning this year, Bailey said the
team is "up and down. We have won
some close ones but we have lost some
games that we should have won."
When Bailey was asked why the team
lost the close games he answered
humorously, "If we could find that out,
we would have our problems solved."
On the serious side. Bailey said, when
the Chieftains fall behind the team tends
to play impatiently.
However, he offers a solution to the
squad's dilemma: "We have to play a
little smarter as a team don't take the
first shot thatcomes along. (We should)
work the defense a little more and go
after it."
On the subject of SU's support toward
the Chieftains,Bailey definitely agreesit
has improved since last season. "I think
more people are recognizing us on
campus. Ithink our program is coming
along," he said.
Looking toward the playoffs (Feb.
26 28), Bailey said the Chieftains could
make it if the teamcan win on the road.
The away games are against Western
Washington on Feb. 20 and Simon
Frascr on Feb. 21. However, if they do
not make post-seasonplay. Bailey feels
(continued on page 12)
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Let sbereal ComPare equipment she's using to yours. Ifyou
Were both trying to tunnel through a mountain,she'dhave a bulldozer
anc Vl>v c lave a snr mp
Don't despair. Your problem is already halfsolved. For a limited
time, you can buy an Apple" Macintosh"''Plus or a Macintosh 512K
Enhanced a imputer with Mien n)ft W< irks f< ir less money.
Which is wonderful.
Youget a Macintosh, with its speed, ease ofuse, and graphics
capability. Plus, youget a software program that lets you use all this
Macintosh power in all your subjects.
Microsoft Works is not just one program, its tour integrated pro
grams: word processing, data base management, spreadsheet with
charting, andcommunications.
Meaning you can put charts in your history essays. Spreadsheets in
your economics papers. Call Dow JonesNews Retrieval at 2:00 a.m. to
get the facts for your journalism story due at 8:00 a.m.
So if you're taking more than one subject this semester, you should
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check out Macintosh andMicrosoft Works.
But don't waittill theeleventhhour.This offer willend soon.
nc our PaPer m lt stay out all night
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Lady Chiefs stand at 11-4;
Bishop suffers knee injury

SU loses 86-78 to SFU
By Thertsak Sac Tung
Spectator Sports Editor
Last night's 86-78 loss to Simon
Fraser may prevent the Chieftains from
making the playoffs, Bob Johnson, head
coach, said.
Seattle University's Chieftains are 7-7
in NAIA District Iplay and 15-12
overall. Senior Brian Lockhart was the
game's high scorer with22 points.
Senior Kevin Bailey, agreeing with
Johnson,said, "It (the playoffs) does not
look goodright now."
Johnson said SU played well in the
opening half leadingby 12 at one point
and wasahead 41-38 at halftime.
The Chieftains suffered "up and down
spots" in the second half. SU shot 38.9
percent from the field in the second half
compared to 44 percent in the first.
Johnson said his team turned the ball
over too many times.

PLAYER

FG%

Bailey
Briggs
Church
Hardin
Lockhart
Miles
Moore
Petersen
Pope
Strong
Others

57.1
39.1
44.7
49.6
49.0
46.6
44.3
57.1
42.8
20.0
44.6

"TroTßTa^TTOTß'B'BTryTnrg

GOVERNMENT JOBS

PT. AVG.

RB. AVG.

3.8
20.3
6.5
2.8
7.1
10.5
1.1
5.7
13.5
5.1
1.7
2.6
6.1
1.5
4.2
2.7
12.4
4.7
0.3
0.5
4.3
1.8
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WORD PROCESSING/TYPING? secretarial, office organization, resumes. Sense of humor,
from
a some genius. (Five blocks
campus)
325-3081.
S

INEED

.

I
IDuplex

for rent. Good sized one
study/TV room, wall to wall
bedroom,
0
1 carpeting, freshly painted, 2 blocks
Ifrom campus, $ 270. 283-9390, 776I8794.
a

Excellent

income for part time

Ihome assembly work. For info, call
I312-741-8400 ext 723.
I
IFinancial sales trainee. PrestiIgious New York firm looking for local
Irepresentatives. Interested income in
Iexcess of $ 35000 per year.Four years
Idevelopment program, full benefit,
Ibonus and commission. Please send
resume to:
Michale J. Hennessey
600 108th Avc. N.E.
o Suite 805
;» Bcllevue,Wa., 98004-5110.
o
o
o

S

Z

Having cash problems. Want to
S sell 1981 Mazda RX7, a/c, auto, 89K
miles. Asking $ 6750. Call Bruce or
Z Diana 941-7548 or 941-2975.

\Z

Z
Z WORK TO STOP CONTRA
Z AID: The Central America Peace

]S Campaign is committed to stopping all
S U.S. military intervention in C.A. We
seeking articulate, motivated

£ individuals to work on our community
Z outreach and fundraising

Z

-

(as of Feb. 10)

;$59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call
Ext.R-6111 for current
I
" 805-687-6000.
federal list.
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Bailey felt SFU made some "clutch"
three-point shots. Coupled with SU
missing "crucial" shots down the stretch,
it sealed the victory for the Clans.
"They were the aggressor at the end.
Theyplayed like they wantedit (the victory) more," Bailey assessed.
Johnson would like to end the season
on a positive note. He said the remaining
three contests are important because
victories could give the Chieftains a
better outlook toward next season.
The remaining games include two on
the road at SFU and Western Washington
and a home finale against
Seattle Pacific University on Feb. 24 at
7:30 p.m.
On Feb. 14 the Chieftains defeated
Whitworth College, 90-80. Bailey,
Lockhart, Tony Pope and Eric Briggs all
scoredin double figures.
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By Marty Niland

team.

SpectatorReporter
After flying high for most of the
season, the Lady Chieftains took a late
season nosedive. Now, with damaged
landing gear, they are trying to glide
safely into the NAIA DistrictIplayoffs.
In order to avoid a season-ending crash,
the women must win one of their
remaining games.
They will most likely have to do it
without starting center Karin Bishop.
The 62" sophomore suffered a knee
injury on Feb. 13 against Alaska-Pacific.
She did not play in the next game and
was scheduled to be examined by Shirley
Champoux, the sports medicine
specialist, on Monday.
The women were cruising along in
first place two weeks ago but ran into
some turbulence. Poor shooting plagued
the team in two straight District losses
which dropped SU to third place.
After losing to University of Puget
Sound on Feb. 10, the Lady Chieftains
went to Burnaby, 8.C., to play SimonFrascr University. The Clan, which features two players 62" used strong inside
play to build a 14-point half-time lead.
PLAYER

FG%

Bishop
Clark
Crow
DeWald
Fredericks
Graf
Hill
Sarrett
J. Smith
Y.Smith
Others

63.2
69.6
47.8
50.0
68.0
68.0
72.0
66.0
00.0
57.0
66.0

SU battled back and cut the lead to
five points several times during the second half. But the Lady Chieftains were
unable to get closer and wound up
losing 78-67. Bishop andClark eachhad
16 points.
After the two losses, the women
traveled to Alaska for two games against
a struggling Alaska-Pacific team.
Bishop's strong playhelped SU to the
lead in the second half,.The Lady
Chieftains saw their leading scorer and
number two rebounder go down with six
minutes to play. Bishop turned to follow
the ball while playing defense and
twistedher knee.
SU stayed ahead and won 61-49.
According to Dave Cox, SU head
coach, the team played a much more
inspired game the next night. Although
they were outrebounded, Clark's 24
points paced the Lady Chieftains in a
61-46 win.
The Lady Chieftains' record stands at
11-4 in District.
The women will close out their
regular season with home games against
SFU and Whitworth on Feb. 20and Feb.
21.Both games start at 7 p.m.

(asofFeb. 6)

"
ifreE Campus Pick-up &
"
Delivery WORD PROCESSING
..TYPING. Dissertations,Manuscripts, ;
Papers, Correspondence,Resumes,
"j
Personalized Form Letters. FAST
; (continued from page 11)
REASONABLEACCURATE
squad had the potential but did not
BUSINESS PROSE 367-2434.
" the
winin tight games.
Bailey said his best game was on the
MEANINGFUL PART TIME Z
road (Jan. 24) against Whitworth
WORK: S5/HR, 5:30 9:30 p.m.,
M-F. Work to make Health Care Z College. He scored32 points and had 10
assists.Buthe wasmore pleased that SU
affordable and to stop contra aid with Z
won 95-93.
WA.Fair Share & the Central America Z
His worst game? Bailey stated quickly,
Peace Campaign. Articulate, political Z
"I know exactly the worst game! West
individuals are sought to contact past Z
"
Texas State. They held me to seven
supporters. Extensive training and
°
points
Chris Church got his forehead
advancement opportunities. E.O.E Call
smashed open
We just got blown
329-9764, 11-4 p.m. Ask for Pat A.
away."
«
If Bailey had to pattern himself after
FRAGMENTS literary magazine is I
stories,
someone,
c
poems,
short
he would choose Larry Birdof
accepting original
spring
o
the Boston Celtics. "He is not the best
photographs and sketches for
athlete,
Those
o
English
Dept.
but he is a winner. He wins
edition. Submit to
editor,
»
championships
contact
He is amore complete
assisting
the
interestedin
"
most
players
in the NBA."
player
than
Dr.Maclean. Marian Hall.
°
Another role model for Bailey is
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight o Johnson. He taught Bailey how to
° conduct himself. "I grew up a lot these
Attendants, Agents, Mechanics,
— both on and off the
past two years
Customer Service. Salaries to $50K. »
court," he said.
Entry level positions. Call «
«
for
current
For example, Bailey said now he is
Ext.
A-6111
805-687-6000
° serious
about his academics. "I am
listings.
getting
through
it. Iam in the business
"o program. Iam looking
forward to getting
Beautiful, loving East Indian
romance,
next fall. Iam not an "A"
women seek friendship,
°J my degree
marriage with someone special like
you. Write Compatible Matches, Box «
4977, Albuquerque,N.M., 871%.
%
Feb. 19 is Marksmanship day at
o
the Redmond Range.Call Simon Smith
o
at 783-9535 or Andrew Tadie at
University
Child °
Seattle
626-5878 to register.
°
Development Center offers part and
SU students and Connolly Center
fulltime care for ages 2 1/2-7. Open o members can play table-tennis every
"
year round from 6:30-6, M-F.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 7
Discounts for students, staff, and »
p.m. 10 p.m. at the south court in
alums.Meals provided. Call 626-5394. j Connolly Center.

PT.AVG.
16.4
14.3
4.6
4.0
12.6
4.3
13.6

2.0
2.2
2.3
15.8

RB. AVG.

9.6
9.0
1.0
1.5
1.0
2.8
10.6
.8
.6
2.2

5.5

Bailey looks forward to graduation

-

Advancement opportunities, travel and
o training; HRS 1:30 -10 p.m., M-F,
Z SI1-14,000/yr, E.O.E. Call 547-3977.
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student but Iget marks that will get me
by."
Bailey is taking marketing, finance
and organizational behavior this quarter.
He enjoys the marketing class more
because "lhat is my major."
"I think it (marketing) is well-rounded
in business. Thereis a little selling in it.
You can either distribute a product or
you can get into marketing research.
Thereare a lot of fields that you can get
intoif you have a marketing degree," he
said.
As for the future. Bailey is keeping
his optionsopen. He said if there are opportunities in business or playing basketball professionally he will "go after
them."
This season Bailey attracts more attention because he has had some high
scoring games. Still he feels his teammates certainly contribute to the improved Chieftains.
"People think that one person makes a
team. That is not true. It takes 12 to 15
guys to make a team. Each and everyone
deserve as much publicity and respect
that Iget. They work hard just like Ido
in practice," Bailey said graciously.

Connolly events

-

I
aj)J.P.B.a«J

Get ready to go up against the wall in
the racquetball tournament. Signups continue through today and play
begins on Feb. 23. The tournament is
free to all students and Connolly Center
members.Men will compete indivisions
for both experienced and occasional
players and women will compete in one
division.
Compiled by Marty Niland
/

